PREFACE	v
to that Journal under the editorship of Mr. EL Nelson Wright, I.O.S. The Supplements continue to appear at regular intervals, and have absorbed much of the recent original work done on the numismatics of Northern India, Gspe-cklly in connexion with the coins of the Mughal s. Another aid to the study of Indian coins is the newly-founded • Numismatic Society of India. It is hoped that this will become a permanent and useful body. In the year 1906 appeared the first volume of the new Catalogue of the coins in the Indian Museum, Calcutta, by Mr. Vincent A, Smith, on the pre-Muljanimadan series, and this has been followed by the second and third volumes dealing respectively with the issues of the Sultans of Dehll and their independent ooii temporaries, and with those of the Mughal Emperors of India. Both have been written by Mr. EL* Nelson Wright, LC.S. This new CVihiloguo has been produced and published for the Trustees of the Indian Museum by the Clarendon Press, Oxford The Catalogue of the coins of the Mughal Emperors is well supplied with good Plates, and no pains have been spared either by its author or by the Press to render it as complete and accurate as possible, 1 felt that 1 could not do better than adopt Mr, Nelson Wright's work as the general model for the new Lahore Museum Catalogue of Mughal Coins. My classification by mints is the same, but 1 have preferred the Persian alphabetical order; and 1 have adhered to the same definition of the obverse side of a Mughal coin. Where the Kalima or Muliammadan profession of faith is present, the side containing it is counted the obverse as being the more honourable. Otherwise the obverse is that side containing the name of the emperor, or the first half of & coin couplet.. If both the if alma and the emperor's,name is absent, the mint side • comes first On the ilaM coins of Akbar the side containing Akbar's creed has been treated as the obverse*
It will be noted that I have incorporated into the text of the Catalogue itself a metrical version' of each coin'couplet

